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Why SHOULDN'T we sell our elephants
to China? Defiant African nations
defend controversial trade and say it's
'racist' for the West to lecture them
about conservation

Zimbabwe is known to have made £2.2million from the sale of 97 baby elephants
The sales have generated controversial debate across most of the western world
Botswana's president, Mokgweetsi Masisi has called criticism of the sales 'racist'

By SUE REID FOR THE DAILY MAIL
PUBLISHED: 22:53 GMT, 14 August 2019 | UPDATED: 12:33 GMT, 15 August 2019

A bewildered baby elephant struggles in a wire crate as she begins her journey from
the wilds of Africa to lifelong captivity in a zoo on the other side of the world.

The five-year-old animal, just removed forcibly from her mother, is being kicked in
the head by one of her booted captors and slapped with a stick as she is tied down
by two taut ropes.

She is groggy from the tranquillisers pumped into her to make her docile. Her fight
for freedom is hopeless.

This distressing picture, taken just over a year ago in Hwange National Park, in
Zimbabwe, has become the symbol of a controversial debate over Africa’s animals.
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Not your average salesmen: Workers kick at one baby elephant forcing her to comply and
move into a transport truck

The highly sensitive issue is whether the continent should be free to look after and
even sell its own wildlife in the way it wishes, or be forced to bow to Western
conservationists, rich celebrities and royals who say elephants must remain in the
lands where they are born and be protected.

Next week, the sale of wild elephants such as the five-year-old, and the even more
contentious trade in their tusks, will top the agenda in Switzerland at the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES).

This is the organisation that sets worldwide rules on the sale of wild animals and
their products. And impoverished Zimbabwe, which UN officials said last week was
‘marching towards starvation’, will be anxious to hear what CITES says.

In the past few years, Zimbabwe has made £2.2 million from the sale of 97 elephants
— including the baby female pinned down in the crate — to zoos, parks and other
tourist attractions in China and Dubai in the United Arab Emirates.

And more deals are in the pipeline because Zimbabwe has announced it will sell the
creatures ‘to anyone’.

With a price tag of up to £34,000 per elephant, the trade has provided welcome
income for a country where a third of the 15 million population survive on food aid,
drought has hit hard and inflation is the second highest in the world, after Marxist-
run Venezuela.
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Through the sales of elephants at £34,000 each, Zimbabwe has managed to secure
£2.2million 

No wonder Fulton Mangwanya, the director of Zimbabwe’s Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority, said of the elephant sales: ‘We are fighting tooth and nail so
that we are allowed to trade in our wildlife. The main contentious issue is the
elephants, which we feel we are not allowed to fully benefit from.’

Tinashe Farawo, a spokesman for the same authority, added: ‘We are struggling with
a ballooning number of elephants. We have 84,000, with only a capacity for 50,000.
So we sell elephants to take care of the rest.’

He declared that elephant numbers were out of control: 200 people had died in
attacks by the creatures in the past five years and they had destroyed 17 million
acres of crops. ‘We are selling because we need to manage the numbers,’ he said.
‘We need to rescue people from the elephants.’

Zimbabwe’s views are echoed by officials in neighbouring Botswana, which has
130,000 elephants, the world’s largest population and a third of Africa’s total. It has
just lifted a ban on hunting to manage the escalating population and safeguard
people’s lives.

In an angry salvo, Botswana’s President Mokgweetsi Masisi said: ‘We are just being
rational, as any Brit would be if there were thousands of elephants marauding over
the UK. This criticism is a racist onslaught.

‘They (Western conservationists) speak as if there are no human beings here, as if it’s
just a big zoo and they are the keepers of that zoo. We have to protect people and
property. We are a sovereign state and we don’t have to be arm-twisted by Western
countries that talk as if elephants are the only important thing. We cannot continue
to be spectators while others make decisions about our elephants.’
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Baby elephants picked for sale are traumatically removed from their mothers before being
bought and shipped away

Namibia’s President, Hage Geingob, has also condemned Western dabbling. Looking
back into our very distant past, he said recently of Western conservation lobbyists: ‘If
they are from Europe or the United States, I want to ask them how they destroyed all
their elephants but come to lecture us.’

This growing antagonism in Africa towards Western influence — some say downright
interference — in its wildlife affairs will come to a head at the CITES summit when
Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia, which have 60 per cent of Africa’s elephants
between them, raise their voices.

They will argue that they should be allowed to sell huge government stockpiles of
elephant ivory, resulting from the natural death of animals, that has been collected
over years.

Zimbabwe estimates this could raise nearly £300 million to spend over the next 20
years on management of the country’s ten national wildlife parks and help people
plagued by elephants. The country will also argue against any new CITES restrictions
on its wild elephant sales.

Ivory sales by African nations is a vexed subject. Forty years ago, there were a million
elephants in Africa, but the numbers have now fallen to little more than 400,000. In
the 1980s, poachers slaughtered half the continent’s population, selling their ivory to
a ready market in Asia, particularly China.

(With nearly 1.4 billion people, China has for centuries been the world’s biggest
consumer of ivory — every Chinese citizen traditionally had an ivory seal to print
their name, every home had ivory chopsticks, and countless gift shops sold ivory
figurines and jewellery.)

At the height of this crisis, in 1989, CITES agreed a worldwide moratorium on
international ivory sales, ending the legal tusk trade.

Although China last year bowed to international pressure and banned all its
domestic trade in what the Africans call ‘white gold’, old habits die hard there. Hong
Kong promised to follow suit, but Thailand, Laos and Vietnam continue to operate
internal ivory markets with a roaring demand.

The tragedy is that Africa still loses up to 15,000 elephants to ivory poaching every
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year. One is killed there every 25 minutes. As a result, herds of the intelligent
creatures have gathered in what are regarded as safer countries that clamp down
hard on poachers — Botswana, for instance. And it is this that has provoked a
frightening conflict with humans.

Conservationists argue that if CITES bows to Zimbabwe’s demand to sell its valuable
ivory stocks, it will have a ‘catastrophic effect on elephants throughout Africa’,
opening the floodgates by allowing poached tusks to enter the market more easily,
as it is hard to tell legal ivory from illegal.

Interpol, the international police watchdog, says the money made by criminals from
poached ivory and wildlife comes close to the fortunes made from trafficking in
drugs, arms and humans.

Prince William is one of those who has warned of the plight of African elephants. He
is the royal patron of UK-based charity Tusk Trust, which campaigns to safeguard
wildlife in Africa and crack down on the ivory trade. Although his office declined to
comment to the Mail this week on Zimbabwe’s demand to sell off ivory stocks or
increase its wild elephant sales, the Prince warned this year that the creatures may
well be ‘gone from the wild’ by the time his four-year-old daughter Charlotte reaches
25.

Baby elephants inside a lacklustre pen at Beijing zoo in the chinese capital city, behind the
painted backdrop the Central Garden Hotel looms over the three elephants

Yet there are two sides to this sorry story. In parts of Africa where elephant numbers
are growing, the animal is hated and locals would love to see the back of it.

They can’t see any benefit in these huge creatures, up to 13ft high at the shoulder
and weighing many tons. The elephants at random kill ordinary villagers, farmers and
their cattle and donkeys, stomp over crops and trample grain stores, houses, trees
and water distribution systems.

Botswana is a case in point.

In June, Ray Chumbo found an elephant tramping about his farm in Tutume, eastern
Botswana, near the border with Zimbabwe. The 78-year-old fired several shots from a
pellet gun to scare it away, but the wounded elephant charged and mauled him to
death.

‘When he made the last shot, the elephant came,’ said Julius Chiabeswahu, a friend
who was with Ray that night. ‘Elephants are not good, they ruin people’s fields and
pastures. This one had destroyed the irrigation system we had just put in. It might
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come back and how will I defend myself?’

On the other side of the country in the Okavango Delta, Botswana’s wildlife tourist
heartland, another family is in mourning.

Earlier this year, Balisi Sebudubudu, 38, was sent to fetch a cow for slaughter for a
meal after his younger brother’s funeral. But he was mauled by an elephant and died.
After this double tragedy, the most senior family member, uncle David Sebudubudu,
said: ‘If I had money, I would buy four, five or eight rifles and demolish the elephant.
You can’t compare the life of a human to that of an elephant.’

Children, too, have been attacked by elephants. A ten-year-old boy, Ontebaganye
Ngoma, narrowly survived an attack recently in the village of Gumare.

One afternoon, he and his grandmother, Shimwe, were looking for firewood. An
elephant suddenly appeared, scooped up the boy and squeezed him with its trunk.
He was only saved by Shimwe screaming and waving her shawl at the animal, which
lumbered off. Ontebaganye’s leg was broken and he was bruised. He was taken to
hospital, where doctors told the Mail he wasn’t the only child in the area to have
been injured by an elephant. Shimwe says today: ‘Unless something is done, I don’t
think we will ever be safe.’

The spate of attacks on African villages overwhelmed by elephant numbers has
provoked President Masisi to warn that Western conservationists understand little
about his country or its wildlife.

He retorted: ‘These people think elephants are pets. It startles and bamboozles me
when they sit in the comfort of where they come from and lecture us about the
management of a species they do not have.’

Yet few could fail to feel horror at the sight of young Zimbabwean elephants in crates
being sedated, kicked and whipped before being transported to faraway places
where they have been seen performing cruel tricks at circus events and loud music
shows.

Of course, this may not be the fate of the five-year-old. But she will already have
endured horrors, if reports leaked by Hwange National Park officials on similar
captures are to be believed.

The process is almost always the same. A suitable herd with youngsters aged
between five and seven is identified. Then officials in a helicopter pick off these pre-
adolescent elephants with a sedative fired from a rifle.

After the little elephants collapse, the pilot dive-bombs the rest of the herd to deter
them from coming to the rescue.

When the herd scatters, a ground team approaches the sedated elephants on foot,
bundles them up and drags them on to trailers, on which they are taken to a holding
pen to be prepared for their overseas flight.

The process is cruel and, to our eyes, repugnant. But the question is whether
elephants take priority over people in a continent where humans are starving. And
whether the West, from comfy armchairs, should tell Africa what to do.
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It's the Red Sea! British beach is stained deep
orange as heavy rain washes rust-coloured mud
from cliffs down into the surf 

Eleanor Ansell was stunned when she took her dog, Pippin, to Peppercombe beach 
to find that heavy Devon downpours had flushed orange mud onto the sand and into 
the sea.
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Core blimey! River is transformed into an apple-bobber's
Halloween dream as flood waters wash away thousands of fallen
fruits 

Stop the Conservative vs Brexit Party 'madness': Tory Brexiteers
urge Nigel Farage to agree an election pact to avoid split in the
Leave vote that could unleash anarchy at the polls... and may
even gift seats to Remain parties

Far & Wide
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News

Soldier from William and Harry's old regiment is
forced to submerge himself naked in bin full of
horse faeces and dead rats in disgusting initiation
ceremony near Buckingham Palace

The video shows a naked soldier from the Blues and Royals clutching his genitals 
while he climbs into the bin in the horse preparation yard, near Horse Guards 
Parade.
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morning hikes and not
eating 's*** out of a box'

Cameron Diaz looks
effortlessly stylish in a
cream jumper and
distressed jeans as she
goes furniture shopping

Ricky Martin and
husband Jwan Yosef
welcome fourth child as
they share first family
photo with their son
Renn
Happy news 
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Happy news 

Michelle Obama
reveals her wedding day
was 'bittersweet'
following the 'traumatic'
death of her father the
year before
 

Body language expert
claims Miley Cyrus and
Cody Simpson's
romance is FAKE... after
reports the pop star is
trying to make Liam
Hemsworth 'jealous'

Kim Kardashian
displays her famous
curves in sizzling PVC
trousers with a skin-
tight white tee as she
steps out with Scott
Disick 
 

Elle Germany
apologises for 'racist'
'Back to Black' issue
which claims 'models of
color are in fashion
again'
 

'Let kids be kids!':
GMB viewers blast
'weirdo' Luisa Zissman
for photoshopping her
children's photos so
their skin 'looks
smoother' 

Stacey Solomon is
praised for being 'so
real' and an example to
young mums as she
displays her bikini body
while on holiday with
her sons in the Maldives
 

Halsey nails her off-
duty style in a plunging
minidress and shearling
shirt as she steps out
with a gal pal in LA

Billie Eilish, 17, cuts a
typically edgy figure in
oversized sweater as
she films Carpool
Karaoke with James
Corden

Cate Blanchett, 50,
cuts a glamorous figure
in a plunging jumpsuit
as she is honoured with
the Philanthropy prize
at Harper's Bazaar
Women of The Year
Awards
 

Lily-Rose Depp goes
make-up free and keeps
things casual in a fleece
jacket and light-wash
denim jeans as she
grabs coffee in Los
Angeles

Jamie Foxx steps out
with mystery female
companion following
dinner at Mr Chow...
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dinner at Mr Chow...
after shutting down
romance rumours with
Sela Vale

Sex And The City
star Kristin Davis looks
radiant as she cuddles
up to Rob Lowe at a
screening for their
Netflix Christmas movie
in Hollywood

Kendall Jenner goes
braless under clinging
white blouse out to
lunch with rapper pal
Taco Bennett days
before her 24th birthday
 

Ewan McGregor
proudly smiles at his
daughter Jamyan, 18, as
she supports him at the
Doctor Sleep premiere

Jennifer Garner enjoys
a day out with son
Samuel following Ben
Affleck's sobriety
setback at Halloween
party 

Rihanna holds friend's
newborn baby calling
herself 'Aunty Oh NaNa'
in adorable snap from
hospital

Secrets of the Queen's
royal dresser: Loyal
aide reveals how her
Majesty wore her hat
the WRONG way round
to close the 1998
Commonwealth Games
 

Rivals crumble as
David snatches Bake
Off crown:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews the
Great British Bake Off
final 
 

Reese Witherspoon
says 'crappy script'
inspired her to become
producer while
promoting new show

Caitlyn Jenner gathers
kids and grandchildren
to celebrate 70th
birthday ...but Khloe
Kardashian and Brody
Jenner are NO-SHOWS

Justin Timberlake is
given a run for his
money by son Silas, 4,
on family outing with
Jessica Biel in LA

Emilia Clarke is pretty
in purple sequin
number as she beams
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number as she beams
with Henry Golding on
red carpet at Last
Christmas premiere in
New York

Selena Gomez rocks
sleek black-and-white
pinstripe suit for dinner
with Goodbye Honolulu
in New York
 

Pregnant Jenna
Dewan unleashes
animal instinct in
leopard print on LA
stroll with beau Steve
Kazee

Socialite Talita Von
Furstenberg, 20, who's
being groomed to take
over grandmother
Diane's DVF label
shares snaps of her
very glam life 

HBO issues straight to
series order for  Game
of Thrones prequel
focusing on House
Targaryen... just hours
after dropping
ANOTHER prequel
 

Chris Hughes reveals
he has lost weight and
is awaiting blood test
results after losing his
appetite nine weeks
ago 
 

The Little Mermaid
Live! starring Queen
Latifah and Auli'i
Cravalho releases new
shots and song
previews ahead of
upcoming broadcast
 

Love Island's Maura
Higgins looks incredible
in racy sheer lingerie as
she models for Ann
Summers' 'empowering'
new winter campaign
Commanded attention  

Jennifer Aniston
braves the New York
rain in strapless black
dress to for appearance
on The Late Show With
Stephen Colbert
Stepping out 

Olivia Wilde is striking
in full-length blue tye
dye dress as she's
honored with Rising
Star Director Award at
SCAD Film Festival
 

John Krasinski cuts a
dapper look as he joins
co-stars Noomi Rapace
and Dina Shihabi at
Jack Ryan season two
premiere

Touching moment
Prince Charles is
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Prince Charles is
overcome with emotion
as he listens to Prince
William talking about
succession 
Emotional  

Helena Bonham
Carter, 53, puts on a
loved-up display with
boyfriend Rye Dag
Holmboe, 32, at
Harper's Bazaar Women
of the Year Awards
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ferne
McCann First Time
Mum:  TOWIE star seeks
medical advice over her
incontinence battle as
she is tested for a
prolapsed bladder
 

Reese Witherspoon
cuts a chic look in a
little black dress as she
joins co-star Jennifer
Aniston at The Morning
Show premiere in NYC

Stephen Colbert wears
Jennifer Aniston's dress
as stylish cape while
she promotes The
Morning Show

Eddie Murphy, Will
Smith, Wesley Snipes
and Martin Lawrence
come together for star-
studded snap outside of
Atlanta's Tyler Perry
Studios
 

Irina Shayk looks
sensational in black
shirt dress and
matching thigh-high
boots as she attends
Intimissimi fashion
show in Verona
 

'When you're a mum,
you feel guilty about
everything': Sophie
Ellis-Bextor on her
'selfish marriage' and
life as a mother of five
boys 

Kevin Hart shares
grueling video of his
physical therapy and
says he is 'thankful to
still be here' after car
crash that broke his
spine in three places

Kristen Stewart goes
hell in black leather
biker jacket with white
trousers while out in
New York

Julianne Hough
warmly embraces
mother Marianne at
premiere of Dolly
Parton's Heartstrings
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Dolly Parton steps out
in a form-fitting studded
dress at the premiere of
her Netflix movie Dolly
Parton's Heartstrings
 

Vogue Williams
reveals she's ALREADY
planning her second
child with husband
Spencer Matthews...
after denying fans'
claims she's pregnant
 

Emmy Rossum is
elegant in white blouse
and black maxi skirt
with thigh high split at
WWD Honors in New
York
 

Drew Barrymore cuts a
chic look in green as
she pals around with
Stella McCartney at
WWD Honors in NYC
 

Olivia Munn flashes
shapely legs in split
floral wrap skirt at star-
studded Prabal Gurung
bash

Ewan McGregor looks
dapper while joined by
stunning Rebecca
Ferguson on red carpet
for the Doctor Sleep
premiere in LA

Love Island's Danny
Williams and Jourdan
Riane 'split as she
accuses him of talking
to other girls' ... just
weeks after moving in
together
 

Saoirse Ronan and co-
stars including Emma
Watson and Florence
Pugh transform into the
March sisters in the
official Little Women
film posters
 

Real Housewives Of
Orange County: Gina
Kirschenheiter
shockingly reveals
sleeping with ex-
husband

Taylor Swift confirmed
to perform at Alibaba's
11.11 Countdown Gala
in China next month
amid Hong Kong
protests

Zac Efron sets pulses
racing as he poses
topless in a sauna.... but
fans can't stop staring
at his drawstring
Sent temperatures
soaring on Monday
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soaring on Monday

Star Wars actor
Anthony Daniels thinks
the Academy is
'snobbish' towards the
beloved franchise
 

John Witherspoon,
Friday actor and veteran
stand-up comedian,
dies at 77 

Supernatural filming
schedule is not
impacted by actor Jared
Padalecki's Austin
assault arrest as
production doesn't miss
a beat in final season
 

Cynthia Erivo dazzles
in vibrant feather gown
as Janelle Monae
flashes cleavage in
sheer black at Harriet
premiere in LA
 

Giuliana Rancic
promotes her and
husband Bill's reality
show... after
announcing she's
leaving E! News

Olivia Newton-John,
71, shares packs on the
PDA with husband John
Easterling, 67, ahead of
an auction for her iconic
prized possessions in
Beverly Hills
 

Kerry Washington
stuns in salmon trouser
suit with Nehru collar as
she leads the stars at
Broadcasting And Cable
Hall Of Fame Awards

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley puts on a racy
display as she cosies
up to fiancé Jason
Statham at Harper's
Bazaar Women Of The
Year Awards
 

Tarzan star Ron Ely's
son was unarmed when
cops killed him in a hail
of gunfire after he
stabbed his mom, 62, to
death and attempted to
blame his 81-year-old
disabled dad
 

Ruth Wilson wows in a
metallic floral patterned
gown as she wins the
TV Icon Award
at Harper's Bazaar
Women of The Year
Well done  

Cressida Bonas looks
glamorous in a black
velvet jumpsuit as she
joins a dapper Dominic
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joins a dapper Dominic
West at the Harper's
Bazaar Women of The
Year Awards
 

EXCLUSIVE  Mel B
dismisses her raunchy
reputation and insists
she has 'never had a
one-night stand'...
despite rumoured flings
with Geri Horner and
James Arthur
 

Leonardo DiCaprio
keeps his usually
understated look as he
heads to meetings in LA

Dog The Bounty
Hunter pays tribute to
late wife Beth on what
would have been her
52nd birthday
 

The Voice: Taylor Swift
shares 'go home' advice
she got as teenager in
Nashville with Kyndal
Inskeep
 

Hilary Duff sports
gorgeous mustard coat
with a plaid skirt on the
first day of filming
Lizzie McGuire movie in
rainy New York City

EXCLUSIVE  Love
Island's Curtis Pritchard
keeps it casual in
tracksuit bottoms after
revealing it's 'nice to not
spend every day' with
Maura Higgins
 

Angelina Jolie looks in
great spirits as she hits
a discount store in
Fuerteventura with
Zahara, Knox and
Vivienne on day off from
filming The Eternals
 

Trisha Goddard in
tears as her Dancing On
Ice training gets off to a
disastrous start when
she finds herself
HOMELESS
 

Strictly's Oti Mabuse
and Kelvin Fletcher
sport casual looks as
they arrive in
Manchester for
rehearsals ahead of this
week's show
 

Myleene Klass looks
every inch the glowing
mother as she shares a
series of snaps doting
over baby son Apollo
with partner Simon
Motson
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The Duchess of
Cornwall looks stylish
as she attends a church
service commemorating
journalists who lost
their lives on the front
line
 

'She played black':
Wendy Williams weighs
in on Iggy Azalea's feud
with T.I. after he
accused the Fancy
rapper of pandering to
white audiences
 

The Chase star Mark
Labbett shows off his
impressive three stone
weight loss at pub quiz
after overhauling his
lifestyle following
doctor's orders

'We were very
unprofessional': Holly
Willoughby and Phillip
Schofield apologise as
they struggle to keep it
together during a fit of
giggles
 

Lottie Moss puts on a
VERY busty display in a
revealing black corset
top as she leads the
stars at Flannels launch
bash
Hard to miss 

Australians Assemble!
Chris Hemsworth poses
with Terri and Robert
Irwin as they promote a
national tourism
campaign at the Sydney
Opera House

Anais Gallagher
showcases her stellar
sense of style in cream
shirt and matching
trousers as she attends
Flannels fashion event
in London
 

Sarah Jessica Parker
looks sensational as
she showcases her
svelte frame in a
plunging velvet
jumpsuit at Intimissimi
show in Verona
 

Eminem's daughter
Hailie Jade, 23, dresses
up as Ariana Grande for
Halloween ... with fans
going wild for
engagement rumors
Engaging sight  

Project Runway's
Karlie Kloss looks
UNRECOGNIZABLE in
Halloween doll make-up
tutorial
Shared the nine-minute,
step-be-step process

Ben Affleck dons a
heavy blue peacoat and
matching navy slacks
for a solo stroll in
Brentwood... after
'sobriety setback' 
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'sobriety setback' 
Was on his own  

Love Island's
Alexandra Cane
showcases her curves
in a plunging grey
chequered jumpsuit for
podcast event in
London    
 

Sophie Dahl cuts a
stylish figure in a
burgundy mididress as
she attends the star-
studded Harper's
Bazaar Women Of The
Year Awards
 

Alexa Chung looks
effortlessly chic in an
embroidered shirt dress
as she attends star-
studded Harper's
Bazaar Women of The
Year Awards 
 

Lady Amelia Windsor
strikes a pose in a
stylish black gown as
she attends the Harper's
Bazaar Women Of The
Year Awards
Looked incredible  

Linda Hamilton is
stylish in coffee cream
ensemble as she
continues to promote
Terminator: Dark Fate in
LA
Looking good 

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE:
Viscountess Weymouth
shows off her generous
side by handing £10 to
Big Issue seller 
Kind-hearted 

CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Let this be a
warning to parents...
you're never out of the
woods! 
Horrifying  

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE:
Meghan Markle's half-
brother Thomas Jr
appeals to Duchess to
end bitter family feud
Speaking out 

Al Pacino reunites
with Heat co-star Val
Kilmer at Merchant Of
Venice staged read in
LA
Posed for photos with
their arms around each
other

Selena Gomez looks
business chic in unique
mustard blazer with
tailored trousers on
press tour in New York
She recently released two
new singles back-to-back

EXCLUSIVE  Lauren
Goodger shows off her
incredible curves in
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TINY neon bikini as she
soaks up the sun in
Marbella

Great British Bake Off
viewers are left in
'shock' as David
Atherton is crowned the
2019 champion - despite
never winning Star
Baker
 

Strictly's Motsi
Mabuse was 'feeling
what the others were
feeling' as she responds
to claims she was
'fuming' at Catherine
Tyldesley's axe
 

Julie Andrews admits
she was too 'stoned' to
accept role in The Wolf
Of Wall Street following
operation: 'It was
mostly the anesthetics'
High as a kite 

Lizzie Cundy, 51,
flashes her bra in a
sheer red blouse as she
joins Jo Wood, 64, to
unveil her new book
about life with the
Rolling Stones
 

Nicky Hilton glams up
in sequin bell-sleeved
Valentino LBD for WWD
Honors in NYC
Auctioned off a one-of-a-
kind bag she co-designed
with Judith Lieber

Love Island runner-
ups Olivia Buckland and
Alex Bowen are the
show's richest EVER
contestants... after
amassing a combined
£4.3m fortune

Game Of Thrones
prequel with Naomi
Watts will NOT move
forward to series even
though a pilot was
already filmed over the
summer
 

Pregnant Rachel Riley
accentuates her
growing baby bump in a
tight purple top as she
leaves Countdown
filming in Manchester
She's expecting  

Love Island's Laura
Anderson shows off her
svelte figure in a
patterned wrap dress as
she launches her own
nail collection
Centre of attention  

Scarlett Moffatt breaks
down in tears after
receiving hate mail at
her HOME address
branding her a 'fat pork
chop'... as she begs
fans to 'be nicer'

Kym Marsh reveals a
catfish was pretending
to be her for A
DECADE... as she
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DECADE... as she
admits that dating her
serviceman boyfriend is
'hard'

EXCLUSIVE  'Maybe
we'll renew our vows!'
Michelle Heaton, 40, and
husband Hugh Hanley
discuss plans for their
10 year wedding
anniversary
 

Strictly's Katya Jones
looks downcast after
partner Mike Bushell
received vile death
threats over winning the
show's dance-off  

Inside James Argent's
£1.3m home: Animal
statues, leopard print
bedding, neon colours
and a PIG-adorned
wardrobe... a peek at
the star's Essex digs

Kourtney Kardashian,
40, admits her tan is
often fake as she relies
on makeup to get a
glow: 'Bronzer truly has
the power to transform
your face'
 

LeBron James feeds
firefighters battling
Southern California
blazes with his taco
trucks ... after he was
evacuated from home
amid Getty Fire

EXCLUSIVE  Police
determine Lady Gaga
dress was NOT stolen
from Valentino and
close criminal
investigation into maid
who is selling the gown
 

The Godfather of
Hollywood bad boys:
TOM LEONARD looks
back at the
extraordinary life of
Robert Evans following
his death at 89 
 

Keeley Hawes looks
moody as she films
tense scene by the sea
in Wales for new
Russell T Davies AIDS-
era drama series Boys
Quiet on set 

EXCLUSIVE  Dancing
On Ice: Maura Higgins
looks ready for action
as she joins pro
Vanessa Bauer and
trendy Caprice in
heading to rehearsals 

EXCLUSIVE  Michael
Barrymore, 67, puffs on
a cigarette alongside
male companion ahead
of Dancing On Ice
training
 

EXCLUSIVE  Lisa
Snowdon, 47, reveals
'spur of the moment'
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wedding plans as she
gets candid about
weight gain, the
menopause and ageing

Pride Of Britain:
Corrie's Sally Lindsay
suffers a dramatic
stumble as she joins
partied-out Ferne
McCann and Emily
Atack in leading the
animated departures

Kate Middleton 'is
doing her best' to 'patch
things up in private'
with Meghan Markle
after the Duchess
admitted her struggles
in ITV documentary
 

Caroline Wozniacki
sizzles in blue bikini as
husband David Lee
makes a cheeky grab
for her bottom during
delayed honeymoon in
Barbados
 

Reese Witherspoon
cuts a cool figure in all-
black as she heads to
Central Park during
break from promoting
The Morning Show
Low key appearance  

Sofia Richie flaunts
her chic style for dinner
date... as she catches
heat over 'tone-deaf'
and 'insensitive' wildfire
comment on social
media
 

Kim Kardashian says 'I
love you forever' as she
wishes Caitlyn Jenner a
happy 70th birthday
while Kylie adds 'I'm so
proud of everything you
are'

Strictly's Shirley
Ballas has her breast
implants removed over
cancer fears hours after
attending Pride Of
Britain awards
 

Christina Anstead
reveals she declared
she would marry
husband Ant 'a week
after we met' in sweet
anniversary post 
Commemorated the date

EXCLUSIVE  Pride of
Britain: Emily Atack
admits she would have
been 'heartbroken' to
miss out on Extra Camp
job... as she puts on a
racy display

Olivia Wilde suits up at
SCAD Savannah Film
Festival... after sharing
rare snap of daughter
Daisy
Sported a grey double-
breasted blazer 

'I had my tubes
clamped': Kimberley
Wyatt, 37, reveals she
was sterilised directly
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was sterilised directly
after giving birth to son
Ford two weeks ago

EXCLUSIVE  Gabriel
Luna surprises
evacuees by delivering
food from Terminator:
Dark Fate world
premiere party after the
event was canceled
 

Ewan McGregor
admits 'it was
embarrassing lying'
about his new Star Wars
series for four years
He's going to reprise his
iconic role 

Take BAT! Gary
Barlow's plans to
demolish part of his
£6m Cotswolds
mansion and build a
garage for his luxury
cars hits a snag
 

Love Island's Molly-
Mae Hague copies
Hailey Bieber's Met Gala
look with a pale pink
£35 dress and swinging
high ponytail at Pride Of
Britain Awards

Love Island's India
Reynolds hopes her
DMs will 'be a bit more
full now' as she adjusts
to single life after
splitting from Ovie Soko
Newly-single

'I'm proud of the way
he handled it': Peter
Andre was 'very
worried' when Junior,
14, was victim of
impostor asking fans
for inappropriate
pictures

Ryan Seacrest, 44, and
Shayna Taylor, 27, split
a sweet treat in the
street... as she reveals it
was 'like eighth grade'
when they first met
Happy couple  

Meghan King says
she's 'broken' as she
speaks about her split
from husband Jim
Edmonds... and claims
he went 'partying with
younger women'
 

Nicki Minaj showcases
her curves in Harley
Quinn costume while
her convicted sex
offender husband
Kenneth 'Zoo' Petty
wears Joker costume

Tracee Ellis Ross
dresses as DJ Quick as
she poses next to
Snoop Dogg at
Gabrielle Union's
Halloween party
Halloween is just days
away

Jake Paul and Tana
Mongeau replicate
Justin Timberlake and
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Justin Timberlake and
Britney Spears' iconic
denim-on-denim looks
for Halloween
Spitting image 

Tyler Cameron says he
has 'a lot of respect' for
his former flame Gigi
Hadid after their short-
lived romance: 'It wasn't
like a bad breakup'
Opening up 

Gretchen Rossi and
fiance Slade Smiley
dress up as unicorns to
celebrate baby Skylar's
first Halloween
Got into the spirit of the
occasion on Tuesday  

Luann de Lesseps
says Bethenny Frankel
didn't tell Real
Housewives cast or
Bravo she was leaving:
'Hell of a way to leave a
show' 
 

MORE DON'T MISS
Hollyoaks' Jennifer

Metcalfe sets pulses
racing in a red silk
gown in foreboding
'Who Shot Mercedes?'
photoshoot with
suspects 

'What does pied off
mean?' Chrissy Teigen
is left 'completely lost'
as she asks her British
fans for help after
failing to understand
Love Island
 

Dua Lipa puts on a
daring fashion display
in a bright green fluffy
jacket and quirky top as
she steps out in London
Strutting her stuff

Emilia Clarke enlists
umbrella handler to
shield her pink and rust
outfit from the NYC
drizzle
Dodged the rain on
Tuesday  

Priyanka Chopra
catches the eye in a
plunging red floral
blouse and flowing
white trousers as she
touches down in LA
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Kylie Jenner dresses
up as a Playboy bunny
for a Halloween party...
after her racy magazine
shoot with ex Travis
Scott this summer

Kanye West takes a
swipe at Kris
Humphries as he jokes
basketball player didn't
think it was 'cool' to be
married to Kim
Kardashian
 

Selena Gomez
celebrates in NYC as
her single Lose You To
Love Me about ex Justin
Bieber tops the charts...
after declaring herself
Team Taylor Swift

Demi Lovato and
Bachelorette's Mike
Johnson call it quits
after romance 'fizzled
out' in just one month
Split

Amanda Holden leaves
Heart Radio on a
scooter after joking her
broken limb makes her
feel like a 'one-legged
dog'

TOWIE's Yazmin
Oukhellou is every inch
the business babe as
she heads to her new
shop... while pal Clelia
Theodorou lends a hand
as a human mannequin 

'I have no inhibitions':
Strictly's Shirley Ballas,
58, lifts the lid on
'magnetic' romance with
Daniel Taylor, 47, as she
gushes he's boosted
her self-esteem

Jamelia discusses
finding out she was
pregnant at 19, being
told to lose weight by
record label bosses and
escaping her abusive ex
in candid interview

Princess Diana's ex-
butler Paul Burrell
thinks Prince Harry will
move Meghan and
Archie to the US like his
mother was
'considering

Arnold
Schwarzenegger, 72,
reveals he jokingly told
daughter Katherine he
was annoyed that Chris
Pratt was 'taller, doing
bigger movies' than him

Apple TV+'s
$300million new original
series The Morning
Show only manages
lukewarm reviews
despite an A-list cast
 

I'm sure her mother
prepared her 'for the
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prepared her 'for the
ugly side of human
nature': Meghan
Markle's onscreen
father throws support to
his former Suits co-star

Kanye West claims
social media makes
married men 'suffer like
Jesus' by tormenting
them with women's
saucy photos (despite 
Kim Kardashian's love
of racy snaps) 

Jeff Brazier removes
his wedding ring as he
battles marital problems
with wife Kate Dwyer
just one year on from
tying the knot 

Emily Atack looks
remarkably fresh-faced
during This Morning
appearance after
admitting she had nine
drinks at Pride of Britain
Awards

Kanye West claims he
works for God, the Lord
'showed off' by creating
him, and his faith
helped him get out of
$35 MILLION debt
 

Stacey Solomon slips
into a bandeau bikini as
she taps into full
relaxation mode with
sons Zachary, Leighton,
and Rex on Maldives
trip
 

Taylor Swift pokes fun
at Blake Shelton and
hilariously calls him
Blake LIVELY during
appearance on The
Voice
 

Billie Eilish, 17, tells
Green Day's Billie Joe
Armstrong, 47, 'you
used to be the
wallpaper on my phone'
as they pose together
for Rolling Stone

Kaia Gerber, 18,
watches the Knicks
game with her dad
Rande Gerber, 57... as
rumoured new fling
Pete Davidson, 25, is
also spotted courtside

Ewan McGregor
reveals he's 'happier
and better' with
girlfriend Mary Elizabeth
Winstead following split
from wife Eve Mavrakis
 

Rami Malek and
Denzel Washington hunt
a serial killer on the Los
Angeles set of their new
action-packed film Little
Things
Thrill of the chase

Mike Tindall shares a
loved-up selfie with
Zara as they enjoy
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Zara as they enjoy
sightseeing on a trip to
Tokyo with Peter
Phillips ahead of Rugby
World Cup final
 

Crown Princess
Elisabeth of Belgium
was gifted the country's
oldest order of chivalry,
books on feminism and
a WIND TURBINE PARK
for her 18th birthday

Vicky Pattison posts
hungover selfie after at
Pride Of Britain
Awards... following
doctor's warning binge-
drinking could affect
her fertility
 

Claire Danes keeps it
classy in black coat
with textured jumpsuit
as she enjoys a rare
parents' night out on
the red carpet with
husband Hugh Dancy

Jennifer Lopez is
'excited' to work with
Shakira on their Super
Bowl halftime
performance: 'We want
to make a beautiful,
impactful show'

John Legend rewrites
lyrics of Baby It's Cold
Outside to swap out the
original's 'date-rapey'
reference for a woke
Christmas duet with
Kelly Clarkson

Jordyn Woods shows
off her Queen Of The
Nile Halloween costume
in sizzling video: 'I
found my black queen
Cleopatra'
 

Kim Kardashian and
sisters Khloe and
Kourtney rock curls and
skintight jumpsuits to
unveil their new
Diamonds Collection for
KKW Fragrance 

Angelina Jolie shops
for groceries with
daughter Vivienne
during break from
filming new Marvel
movie Eternals in Spain

Strictly survivor Mike
Bushell reveals he
received a death threat
as part of the vile
backlash after he won
Sunday night's dance-
off
 

Kanye West claims he
made marriage 'cool',
feels like he wed Kim
Kardashian '500 years'
ago and reveals they
plan to have SEVEN
children as he makes
Airpool Karaoke debut
 

Pride Of Britain:
Delilah Hamlin packs on
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Delilah Hamlin packs on
the PDA with Love
Island boyfriend Eyal
Booker as they share a
VERY steamy smooch 
 

Pride Of Britain: Holly
Willoughby stuns in a
form-fitting red and
purple gown as she
joins Susanna Reid,
Lucy Mecklenburgh and
Sam Faiers on the star-
studded red carpet

Miley Cyrus and Cody
Simpson share
romantic embrace as
they kiss in front of
diners in a restaurant
The pair got steamy in a
public setting 

Liam Hemsworth's
$6.8m mansion starts to
take shape NEXT DOOR
to estranged wife Miley
Cyrus and her new beau
Cody Simpson's Malibu
love nest
 

Royal fans blast
Princess Diana's ex-
aide Paul Burrell after
he told documentary
that her mother Frances
Shand Kydd called her a
'wh***' for dating
Muslims

Sam Faiers is every
inch the yummy
mummy in a mini dress
and thigh-high boots as
she cosies up to Paul
and Rosie at kids'
collection launch

Katie Holmes cuts a
chic figure in a white
cosy jumper and jeans
as she steps out in New
York 
 

Kanye West appears
on first AIRPOOL
karaoke segment with
James Corden as the
rapper talks marriage
and hardships on a
private jet
 

Paris Hilton puts on a
VERY leggy display in
sexy military-inspired
Halloween costume as
she parties alongside
'French maid' Madison
Beer

HGTV star Jasmine
Roth and husband Brett
'overjoyed' about
expecting their first
child next April
Thrilled 

TOWIE's Chloe Lewis
shares a glimpse of her
baby son as she holds
his tiny hand... three
weeks after welcoming
him into the world

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Helen Flanagan
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Awards: Helen Flanagan
looks all partied out as
she lets her hair down
at star-studded event

Vanessa Kirby joins
the BAFTA jury to
decide the nominees for
next year's EE Rising
Star Award as she
enthuses she feels
'honoured'

Pride of Britain: Cheryl
flashes a winning smile
and a hint of cleavage
as she departs glitzy
awards in typically
glamorous style 

Meghan King's nanny
begs star 'be kind'... as
Jim Edmonds' daughter
says she's 'waited three
years' for him to divorce
'selfish' stepmom

Girlfriend of widowed
presenter Simon
Thomas hits back at
troll who claimed she's
'with him for the
money', saying 'I earn
my own salary'

Amy Willerton poses
completely naked to
display her blossoming
baby bump in a
breathtaking shot as
she confirms she is
seven months pregnant

Ex EastEnders star
Katie Jarvis was 'hurt
and embarrassed' by
'job shaming' and says
she's proud to speak
out on behalf of hard-
working single mums
 

Winnie Harlow dons a
platinum blonde wig as
she slips into a mini
skirt and sports bra to
dress up as a
cheerleader for
Halloween bash

Halsey speaks out on
ex Yungblud two days
after making red carpet
debut with boyfriend
Evan Peters
Moving on

Hair stylist, 32, claims
a 'drunk' Cuba Gooding
Jr tried to kiss her and a
friend in a nightclub
before bragging about
his love of threesomes

'He's a low-life': Robert
De Niro renews his
attack on 'dangerous'
and 'tacky' Donald
Trump and says fans of
The Apprentice have
'created a monster'
 

Royal dressmaker
reveals the Queen uses
a 'modest' six private
rooms in Buckingham
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rooms in Buckingham
Palace - and says male
royals are the ONLY
men allowed in her
personal quarters

Crowned in COLOUR!
Royal reds and
glimmering golds of
George VI's 1937
coronation burst with
life in incredible
colourised video
 

The Apprentice's
Lottie Lion sparks fury
as she is 'let off' after
telling rival Lubna
Farhan to 'Shut up
Gandhi'

Britney Spears shows
off her toned bikini body
before covering up in a
summer dress: 'I feel
like a goddess'
 

Made In Chelsea:
Things get NASTY
between Verity and
Emily as they clash over
Tristan... while Sam and
Jamie start to creep
towards reconciliation 

Kate Beckinsale
confirms she's 'safe and
grateful' after being
evacuated from her LA
home at 3am as
wildfires encroached on
her property
 

Pride Of Britain:
EastEnders star Louisa
Lytton dazzles in a
feather-trimmed
champagne silk gown
.

Pride Of Britain: Sam
Faiers makes a glam
exit in her black velvet
gown as she leaves
awards ceremony
holding hands with Paul
Knightley

Kesha pokes out her
tongue and performs
racy moves as she
rocks out in a neon pink
ensemble on Jimmy
Kimmel Live!

Joaquin Phoenix
celebrates his sister
Rain's new album
launch in Hollywood
alongside his fiancée
Rooney Mara and her
sister Kate

Brooklyn Beckham
keeps a low profile as
he enjoys another
evening out with abs-
flashing Nicola Peltz in
LA after sparking
romance rumours
 

Windsor Castle
advertises for a new
housekeeping assistant
to ensure palace is kept
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to ensure palace is kept
sparkling- and they
could be living
alongside Harry and
Meghan

Strictly's Catherine
Tyldesley breaks down
in tears as she
struggles to rewatch her
last dance and likens
her shock elimination to
DIVORCE

Shirley Ballas blames
Strictly FANS for
Catherine Tyldesley's
shock exit and declares
that she 'absolutely
made the right decision'
to save Mike Bushell

Ed Sheeran steals
Adele's crown as he
tops Heat's Rich List to
become the RICHEST
young British star under
30

 Will.I.Am attends
Saudi Arabia's 'Davos in
the Desert' conference a
year after mass boycott
following murder of
Jamal Khashoggi

'My hand's on Prince
Harry's bottom!':
Moment Invictus
competitor posing for
group snap accidentally
touches Duke's derrière
after he unveils 65
wounded heroes 

Pride of Britain
Awards: Cheryl exudes
elegance in fringed
LBD... after ex Liam
Payne revealed she
would get 'anxious'
about leaving the house

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Lauren
Silverman exudes
glamour in a glittering
gown as she cosies up
to svelte Simon Cowell
to leave the bash
 

Chris Hughes admits it
was 'love at first sight'
with Jesy Nelson and
he's the 'happiest he's
ever been' as he gushes
over 'unbelievable'
girlfriend

Pride of Britain
Awards: Host Carol
Vorderman, 58, wows in
plunging red gown as
she makes rare red
carpet appearance with
son Cameron, 22, and
daughter Katie, 28

Pride of Britain
Awards: Pregnant Ola
Jordan displays her
growing baby bump in
peach gown as she
joins husband James
on the red carpet

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Simon Cowell
appears to have lost
even more weight as he
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even more weight as he
reveals his slimmer
physique... after losing
20Ib on strict vegan diet

Alicia Vikander dazzles
in a purple printed mini
dress as she promotes
Earthquake Bird at
Tokyo Film Festival
 

Emma Stone indulges
in some retail therapy
with a pal as the make-
up free star takes a brief
break from filming
Disney's Cruella in
Primrose Hill

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Christine
Lampard dazzles in a
silver gown alongside
husband Frank... 10
YEARS after their first
meeting at the event 

Brody Jenner, 36,
'splits' from model Josie
Canseco, 22, 'but rules
out reconciliation with
ex Kaitlynn Carter'
 

Miley Cyrus and Demi
Lovato get spooky as
they lead stars at
Universal Studios
Halloween Horror
Nights
 

Charli XCX puts on a
leggy display in a floral
playsuit and vinyl knee-
high boots as she
storms the stage in
Birmingham
 

Miley Cyrus strips
down to a lacy black bra
and shorts as she
performs a dance
routine with boyfriend
Cody Simpson on
TikTok

Caitlyn Jenner cancels
appearance at new
Florida casino to avoid
encounter with Khloé
Kardashian ... but STILL
received 70th birthday
gifts from reality star

Kanye West claims
Democrats have
'brainwashed' black
Americans and 'make
them abort their
children' in explosive
new interview

Selena Gomez praises
her 'ride or die' friend
Taylor Swift on
Instagram... after
deleting a plug for Kim
Kardashian's SKIMS 
 

Heidi Klum glows in a
sheer off-the-shoulder
gown while her
husband Tom Kaulitz
rocks a blue suit at the
2019 Angel Ball
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2019 Angel Ball
 

Tim Cook flashes the
peace sign as he poses
with Jennifer Aniston
and Reese Witherspoon
at their premiere of The
Morning Show for
AppleTV+

Ashley Graham beams
showing off her baby
bump in black dress at
NYC screening of The
Morning Show

EXCLUSIVE  Pride of
Britain Awards: Vogue
Williams displays her
sense of style in
ballgown as husband
Spencer Matthews says
he would love to marry
her 'every year'

Stranger Things star
David Harbour and
singer Lily Allen head
out in NYC in black
winter coats as
romance thrives

Ricky Gervais'
production company
agrees to pay
compensation for using
an unauthorised
Aboriginal artwork in
his hit show 'After Life'
 

Jennifer Aniston says
'something is in the
works' with Friends co-
stars... but confirms it
WON'T be a reboot
Six recently reunited

Rachel Weisz cast as
Hollywood legend
Elizabeth Taylor in
biopic about the late
star's AIDS and HIV
advocacy

EXCLUSIVE  Pride Of
Britain Awards: Lucy
Fallon praises Katie
McGlynn's
'unbelievable' final
performance as Sinead
Tinker

Ryan Thomas is left
devastated after
missing daughter
Scarlett's birthday for
the first time due to
busy filming schedule
for family TV show in
India

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Pregnant Lucy
Mecklenburgh
showcases her growing
baby bump in turquoise
thigh-split gown paired
with shimmering heels

Pride of Britain
Awards: Laura
Whitmore exudes
glamour as she walks
the red carpet... after
revealing she suffered a
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devastating miscarriage
last year

Pride of Britain
Awards: Holly
Willoughby stuns in
plunging scarlet and
lavender bodycon
dress 

Nicky Hilton sparkles
in silver and blue
sequined gown while
supporting Angel Ball in
New York City

Lucy Boynton shows
flare for fashion in
green tunic dress and
silver buckle shoes at
NY event for The
Politician

The night Ben Affleck
fell off the wagon: Star
won $1500 playing
poker at casino where
he nearly 'fell out of his
chair' on night he
suffered a 'sobriety
setback' 

Game Of Thrones
creators David Benioff
and D.B. Weiss back out
of Star Wars movie
trilogy
 

Maleficent: Mistress Of
Evil tops the US box
office taking $19.4M and
beating critically-
acclaimed Joker for the
SECOND week in a row
 

Balcony fall death of
Lady Gaga video model
'Zombie Boy' Rick
Genest is ruled an
accident and NOT
suicide by coroner in
Montreal

The Great British Bake
Off: Steph Blackwell,
David Atherton, Alice
Fevronia prepare to go
head-to-head for title of
champion in
tense finale

The Mandalorian
trailer teases an epic
Star Wars adventure
with Pedro Pascal as
the bounty hunter and
Werner Herzog as a
mysterious mentor
 

Nicole Richie flaunts a
makeup free glow as
she hosts chat
conversation with
author Sasha Sagan,
the daughter of famous
astronomer Carl Sagan

Olivia Culpo puts flat
stomach on display in
black-and-white crop
top while leaving fitness
center
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Arnold
Schwarzenegger is
upbeat in LA after
evacuating home due to
wildfire as Paramount
cancels Terminator:
Dark Fate premiere

Pride of Britain
Awards: Love Island's
India Reynolds stuns in
a burgundy off-the-
shoulder gown and
discusses her 'difficult'
split with Ovie Soko

Pride of Britain
Awards: Amanda
Holden hobbles onto
red carpet with crutches
as she wows in
plunging gown... after
breaking her leg 

Edward Norton is
supported by his wife
Shauna Robertson at
his Motherless Brooklyn
premiere...after
spending 20 years
developing the film

EXCLUSIVE  Emmy
Rossum is elegant in
pink pant suit and shiny
heels at NY premiere for
Apple TV's The Morning
Show

Mindy Kaling dazzles
in black one-shoulder
dress at NY premiere for
Apple's The Morning
Show
 

Olivia Wilde irritated
by airline's editing of
lesbian scene in her
feature film directorial
debut Booksmart: 'This
is truly a bummer'

Dancing With The
Stars: Hannah Brown
fights back tears after
harsh critique during
Halloween Night
 

Axe 'cruel' Bushtucker
Trials on I'm A Celebrity
says TV's Chris
Packham as he says
eating live animals for
entertainment is like
something from the
Middle Ages

Julia Roberts tells
niece Emma 'I love you
beyond measure' after
getting birthday
greetings from AHS star

Pride Of Britain:
Vanessa Feltz flaunts
her 3.5 stone weight
loss in a plunging lace
gown as she joins
fiancé Ben Ofoedu on
the red carpet
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Harrison Ford, 77,
proves he's a perpetual
hunk as he enjoys a
bike ride around town
 

Tiffany Haddish and
Billy Crystal ham it up
as they are spotted on
the set of Here Today in
NYC 

Miranda Lambert
reveals bandmates
secretly set her up with
now husband Brendan
McLoughlin: 'They
plucked him for me'
 

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle 'are
considering creating a
second base in the US
and will use their
forthcoming trip to
California to test out a
potential move'
 

The Voice: Taylor Swift
serves as 'mega-mentor'
in Knockouts and bonds
with fan Melinda
Rodriguez
 

Ben Affleck is spotted
back on his usual
routine after a weekend
of partying as his new
love interest musician
Katie Cherry is seen
driving his car in LA

Pride of Britain
Awards: David James
insists there is no
romance between him
and Strictly Come
Dancing pro partner
Nadiya Bychkova

Pride of Britain
Awards: Tom Daley, 25,
and his husband Dustin
Lance Black, 45, look
dapper as they cosy up
on the red carpet

Fresh Off The Boat will
introduce new
characters for a
potential spin-off series
about an Indian family
 

Alyssa Milano shares
throwback photo of
herself nursing her
daughter in honor of
public breastfeeding
legalization in all 50 US
states

How the Queen's
secret wish finally came
true: Dresser Angela
Kelly reveals Her
Majesty dreamed of
posing for photographs
in a most un-regal
manner
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Pride of Britain
Awards: Reigning Love
Island champion Amber
Gill and 2017 winner
Amber Davies turn
heads in plunging
ensembles

Louis CK announces
international  comedy
'comeback' tour two
years after he admitted
sexual misconduct
against five women 
 

Pride of Britain
Awards: TOWIE's Chloe
Sims puts on a busty
display as she enjoys a
family night out with
sister Demi and cousin
Joey Essex

Pride of Britain
Awards: Love Island's
Molly-Mae Hague and
Tommy Fury look every
inch the happy couple
as they put on a
romantic display 

Coronation Street's
Brooke Vincent gives
birth to her first child as
she welcomes a baby
boy with footballer Kean
Bryan

EXCLUSIVE  Brooklyn
Beckham enjoys a cosy
dinner with Nicola Peltz
after leaving Leonardo
DiCaprio's Halloween
party together
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ben
Affleck PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Star
enjoys coffee date with
musician Katie Cherry
hours before she's seen
helping him out of party
following 'sobriety slip'

Pride of Britain
Awards: Janet Jackson,
53, looks chic in all-
black ensemble as she
makes a surprise
appearance at event 

Pride of Britain
Awards: Ashley Roberts
wows in leggy teal satin
dress  as she joins
boyfriend Giovanni
Pernice on the red
carpet 

Made In Chelsea: Sam
and Jamie have a VERY
awkward double-date
with Habbs and Zara as
they continue to try and
heal their rift

Prince Harry reveals
he will fly to Japan to
watch England's World
Cup Final against South
Africa on Saturday 
Duke of Sussex is patron
of the Rugby Football
Union 

Pride Of Britain
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Pride Of Britain
Awards: Dua Lipa
makes a bold statement
in thigh-skimming black
minidress and two-tone
hair as she makes a
backstage appearance
at annual event

Pride of Britain
Awards: Craig Revel
Horwood wows in a
fuchsia satin suit as he
makes a rare red carpet
appearance with
Jonathan Myring

Pride of Britain
Awards: Lisa Snowdon,
47, showcases her
ample cleavage as she
goes braless in VERY
plunging floral gown
with statement sleeves

Meghan and Prince
Harry are 'entitled' to
take time off from royal
duties because they're
'not superhuman,'
claims Archbishop of
Canterbury
 

Kim Kardashian
reveals she has four
Halloween looks
planned... but is still
deciding if she should
rock the fourth look
'this year'

Dame Helen Mirren
looks elegant in a black
polka-dot gown as she
puts on an animated
display with Sir Ian
McKellen at The Good
Liar premiere

Cate Blanchett oozes
elegance in two beaded
gowns during chic
fashion shoot... as she
admits she isn't
interested in playing
herself on screen

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Nicola Roberts
looks elegant in a black-
and-gold gown on the
red carpet... after
revealing her £1.25m
mansion was
repossessed 

Sienna Miller looks
effortlessly chic in
champagne hued fan-
detail dress as she
attends the Savannah
Film Festival in Georgia

Jennifer Garner steps
out for the first time
since her ex Ben
Affleck's sobriety
setback at a Halloween
party

Sarah Hyland and
fiance Wells Adams
celebrate their
engagement with a
backyard bash in Los
Angeles

I'm A Celebrity
rumoured line-up 2019:
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rumoured line-up 2019:
Kate Garraway,
Jacqueline Jossa and
Ian Wright lead the
frontrunners for Series
19 in the jungle
 

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Oliver!
star Mark Lester asks
for more marriage as he
prepares to wed for the
third time 

Strictly fans spot
Motsi Mabuse's 'fuming'
reaction to Catherine
Tyldesley's exit as show
is hit by fix claims over
Mike Bushell's BBC job
 

Supergirl's Tyler
Hoechlin and Elizabeth
Tulloch to reprise their
roles in a pilot for
Superman & Lois series
Will be getting their own
CW spin-off series

Celebrities such as
Richard Hammond and
Tim Lovejoy dress up as
mustachioed sporting
legends in support of
Movember

Lena Dunham talks
about being sober for
18 months after
receiving Friendly
House's Women Of The
Year award

James Argent breaks
his silence amid
'overdose' scare and
reveals he's battling an
eating disorder after
tipping the scales at
23.5 stone

Kenny G reveals his
collaboration with
Kanye West was
sparked when rapper
hired him to serenade
Kim Kardashian on
Valentine's Day

Lottie Moss teases her
cleavage and toned legs
in plunging leotard with
sequin overlay at
fashion launch
Showed off her fashion
credentials 

Kim Kardashian posts
photo of daughter North
in grownup-looking
dress... after husband
Kanye banned her from
makeup and crop tops
Big difference in opinion

Christie Brinkley's
former husband Peter
Cook, 60, announces
his engagement to
student, 21
The architect popped the
question on a Greek
Island

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Davina McCall
catches the eye in a red
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catches the eye in a red
floral velvet dress as
she poses at the event
The TV presenter, 52,
turned heads 

EXCLUSIVE  Little Mix
star Jesy Nelson's
brother Johnny
hospitalised after bust-
up at Halloween party
attended by Mark Wright

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Saffron Barker
turns heads in a pink
dress with AJ Pritchard
as they join Strictly
rivals Oti Mabuse and
Kelvin Fletcher on the
red carpet

Kathy Griffin films
Getty fire encroaching
on star-studded hills of
Los Angeles and
terrified students flee in
the middle of the night
as blaze in Northern
California doubles 

Pride of Britain
Awards: Jessica Wright
catches the eye in a
strapless ice blue gown
as she joins a host of
stars on the red carpet

Pride Of Britain
Awards: Binky Felstead
commands attention in
a vibrant red evening
gown as she takes a
night off from parenting
duties at annual event

Pride of Britain
Awards: Megan
McKenna looks elegant
in tiered floral gown as
she joins X Factor:
Celebrity pals Louis
Walsh and Martin Bashir
on the red carpet

Pride of Britain
Awards: Louise
Redknapp exudes
glamour in black mini-
dress and matching
heels as she turns
heads on the red carpet

Pride of Britain
Awards: Susanna Reid
commands attention in
a hot pink strapless ball
gown as she dazzles on
the star-studded red
carpet

Pride of Britain
Awards: Sam Faiers
exudes glamour in a
form-fitting black
strapless gown as she
enjoys a rare night away
from her children

Naomi Watts is pretty
in floral-themed dress
with lace collar at NY
premiere for The
Morning Show
Naomi's dress was dotted
with floral print 

Today's headlines Most Read
Boris Johnson and Jeremy Corbyn trade
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Boris Johnson and Jeremy Corbyn trade
blows at fiery last PMQs before election
battle: PM draws battle lines...

Tories are begging Brexit Party candidates
NOT to stand in their seats, chairman of
Farage's party says as...

Labour MPs 'don't want to back Jeremy
Corbyn as PM' as former leadership
hopeful Owen Smith QUITS and more...

Amber Rudd QUITS as an MP and will NOT
stand in December election - amid confusion
over her claim she has...

London fire chief Dany Cotton REFUSES
to quit as damning Grenfell report lays
bare devastating lack of...

Families' fury over the 47 lost minutes of
Grenfell: Report slams fire brigade for
refusing to withdraw...

Heathrow apologises to Professor Mary
Beard after she is forced to strip down to
her 'scrappy undies' by...

Kate Middleton has advised Meghan Markle
that 'every royal goes through a bad patch'
but she must 'learn...

Lorry boss who is on the run with his
brother 'phoned police moments after
driver was arrested' over deaths...

Husband shares heartbreaking pictures
showing how dementia has 'erased' his wife
and mother-of-two in just...

Tributes pour in for long-serving BBC
World Service and Newsday presenter
Julian Keane who died after...

Greta Thunberg REFUSES to accept
£40,000 environmental award, saying: 'The
climate movement does not need...

Aunt of missing Amelia Bambridge says
she fears the British backpacker is being
held by human traffickers as...

Scottish millionaire's U.S. army son whose
body was found wrapped in tarpaulin in car
trunk may have been...

Bake Off fans blast Paul Hollywood for
'brutally' telling Steph 'never mind' after
she slumped to the floor...

Rivals crumble as David snatches Bake Off
crown: CHRISTOPHER STEVENS reviews
the Great British Bake Off...

Steph followed Ruby Tandoh and James
Morton as another favourite to fall at the
final hurdle. David proved...

Toddler drowns in bathroom as her parents
watch TV footage of rescue operation trying
to save child who died...

75,000 travellers are in line for a tax rebate
after court rules Australia's 'backpacker
tax' on foreign...

Missing Leah Croucher, 19, was having affair
with engaged man and had secret night with
him at Travelodge 12...

You've been doing it all wrong! Expert
reveals whether you should put your
cutlery pointing up or down in...

How to make the PERFECT spaghetti
carbonara: Italian chef reveals his secret five
ingredient recipe - and...

'Let kids be kids!': GMB viewers blast
'weirdo' reality star Luisa Zissman for
photoshopping her children's...

'Oldest woman in the world' dies 'aged 123' in
Russia after putting her long life down to
optimism and...

EXCLUSIVE: Simon Cowell throws his
celebrity pals' plans into chaos as he
CANCELS his lavish 60th birthday...

Hunt for Vietnamese gang lord behind Essex
migrant tragedy: Police identify millionaire
people-smuggler boss...

At least three dead and nine wounded -
five with life-threatening injuries - after
mass shooting at a...

Ad Feature
Feeling older than your years? 'Winter
burnout' leaving you exhausted? For many of
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burnout' leaving you exhausted? For many of
us, the real culprit...

Ad Feature
With over a MILLION people in the UK
predicted to be living with dementia by
2025 we speak to three carers...
Election to be decided by 'Workington Man':
Older, white men in Leave-backing rugby
league towns will be the...

The 10 crunch battleground seats which
could decide the 2019 December general
election as Boris Johnson,...

'Exhausted' ex-Tory Heidi Allen leads exodus
of MPs quitting the Commons at election
including Ken Clarke,...

For Britain's sake, this is a gamble Boris
Johnson MUST win: The Zombie
Parliament is dead, but the stakes...

Boris Johnson's Tories have an average TEN
POINT poll lead over Labour going into the
election campaign as...

'Can humans hibernate?' Voters take to
social media using #bahhumbug hashtag
to moan about a Christmas...

STEPHEN GLOVER: The way to make sure
Brexit never happens? Vote for the Brexit
Party 

12 reasons why this is the hardest ever
poll to predict: PHILIP COWLEY analyses
the upcoming 2019 General...

DAILY MAIL COMMENT: The most crucial
vote since the War... and we cannot let it be
the nightmare before...

SARAH VINE: Bang goes season of peace
and goodwill now there's an election on
the way

A new job for Mr Speaker! John Bercow will
go up in flames when bonfire society set fire
to his 36ft-high...

Boris Johnson faces tough fight to hold
onto his constituency in upcoming
election, sparking rumours he...

Boris Johnson RESTORES the party whip to
10 former Tory rebels - but the other 11 who
were kicked out for...

Germany could be forced to DOUBLE its
EU contribution to £28.5billion after Brexit
as the bloc scrambles to...

Will women voters forgive Boris Johnson's
serial flings? MELISSA KITE argues the Tory
leader might be more...

A-Level student hanged himself the day
after his mother told him off for throwing
wild 17th birthday party...

Pictured: Yeovil football supporters wanted
after racist abuse in FA Cup match that was
abandoned when...

M5 rush hour chaos after body is found
on road sparking police shut down of 10-
mile stretch of motorway 

NHS could roll out brain-training smartphone
app that helps curb cravings for junk food by
getting users to...

How to save your relationship in EIGHT
dates: Couples therapists reveal how
making time to discuss finances...

Shocking moment 'drunken' British couple
throw punches in a horrifying fight on an
Alicante airport shuttle...

MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
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